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abraham in egypt
A collation of evidence
for the case of the missing wife

THOMAS W MACKAY

commentators have always been bothered by the morality
of abraham s action while in egypt for the patriarch claimed
to be his wife s brother not her husband expressions have
varied from blatant condemnation he was guilty of prev-
aricationarication and deceit he lost his perfect trust in god s guard-
ianshipianship and he endangered his wife s chastity and honour in
selfish care for his own safety 1 to augustine s uncomfort-
able dismissal he silenced a little bit of truth he didndian t say
anything false 2 one minister called it unquestionable that
abraham suffered from his sinful agreement with sarah 3

and a contemporary scholar deplores the action as being a
cynical utilitarian consideration 4 calvin applauds the end
sought his life however he cannot fully excuse the means
employed the lie 5 luther himself hard pressed to justify
the lie remarks that the scripture is difficult for exegetesexegeses to
explain

there have never been any theologians or other readers
whom the passage before us would not have offended even
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among the jews it is so amazing so full of questions and
offenses especially if it is correctly understood for here of-
fenses both of faith and of morals reveal themselves the
jews like those sevenfold asses the stoics interpret this
action quite harshly and accuse abraham of a sin so great
that they maintain it was punished among his descendants
by the egyptian captivity 6

skinner 7 still uneasy after making every explanation possible
states lastly it is assumed that in the circumstances lying is
excusable the gravity of the problem is seen in the impli-
cations noted by the jerusalem bible
the purpose of this narrative is to commemorate the
beauty of the ancestress of the race the astuteness of its
patriarch the protection that god afforded them the story
reflects a stage of moral development when a lie was still
considered lawful under certain circumstances and when the
husbands life meant more than his wife s honour god was
leading man to an appreciation of the moral law but this
appreciation was gradual

this all sounds so very familiar the utter helplessness of
rabbinical patristic and contemporary writers to understand
abraham every phase of the motifs of sacrifice and obedience
represents a stumbling block in fact there is no moral or eth-
ical justification for abraham s actions despite all the casuiscabuis
tries and sophistriessophis tries conjured up by learned minds all the
protestations all the confusion all the embarrassment only
demonstrates the bankruptcy of the world the story of abra-
ham has dumbfounded learned commentators for centuries
now people are beginning to look to abraham not moses
for the origin of the covenant but their efforts still leave them
baffled and only emphasize their discomfort the book of
abraham gives us the new material needed for reevaluation
leading to understanding
whenever confronting a problem we should first scrutinize

the ancient evidence and ascertain just what the limits are to
the evidence proper frequently this gives us a fresh approach
and shows possible weaknesses in our analysis also we often
discover that we have somehow failed to consider some very
obvious possibilities which are clear in the evidence but ob

clmartin luther luthers works vol 2 lectures on genesis ed jaroslav
pelikan and daniel E poellot st louis concordia publishing house 1960
ppap 288 292

johnohn skinner international critical commentary A critical and exegeti-
cal commentary on genesis 2ndand ed edinburgh T & T clarkdarkoark 1956 p 249
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scared by presuppositions we propose here to go back and
study the story of abraham accounts in genesis jubileesJubil ees
jasherbasher genesis apocryphon 8 and the book of abraham
genesis and the book of jubileesJubilees c third century B C

provide the most abbreviated accounts in fact according to
dupont sommer the author of jubileesJubilees takes great care to
compress the narrative as though to suppress everything which
might question the loyalty and character of abraham 9 the
book of jasherbasher which is purported to be the book mentioned
in joshua 1013 and 2 samuel 118 and the genesis apocry-
phon embellish the story with details drawn from jewish lore10lore
and consequently present more expanded versions although
the book of abraham devotes only a small portion of our
present text to the sojourn in egypt it would seem to judge
from facsimile no 3 that abraham after recording his reve-
lation of the creation chapters 353 5 probably continued his
personal narrative however the few verses which do remain
offer one very interesting point stated by no other source
namely that god commanded abraham to use the brother
sister device abraham 225
the text of these five accounts is given in parallel columns

A comparison of the sources raises several questions of which
the following will be briefly considered 1 1 the antiquity of
the book of abraham 2 god s intervention and abraham s
lie 3 abraham s healing pharaoh 4 abraham on
pharaoh s throne and 5 the wife sister motif

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM

dupont sommer assents to the affinities of the genesis
apocryphon with jubileesJubilees although he is somewhat reluctant

nahmanahman avigad and yigael yadinbadin eds A genesis apocryphon A scroll
from the wilderness of judanajudaea jerusalem the magnes press of the heberwbeberw
university 1956 geza vermes the dead seas scrolls in english rev balti-
more penguin books 1965 theodor gaster the dead sea scriptures rev
and enlarged ed garden city N Y doubleday 1964 for a fairly com-
plete bibliography see christoph burchard Bibliographbibliographicie zu den handschriften
vom toten meer BZAW 76 195711957 and 89 196511965 jubileesJubil ees is included
in R H charles the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha of the old testament
2 vols NY oxford U P 1963 an old translation of jasherbasher has been
recently reprinted the book of tasherlashertashey salt lake city J H parry & co
1887

A dupont sommer essene writings from quaranqumran cleveland & N Y
world publishing co 1962 p 285 n 4

many of the stories may be found in louis ginzberg the legends of the
jews 5 vols trans henrietta szold philadelphia the jewish publication
society of america 1913
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to accept the opinion of avigad and yadinbadin in the editioedicio
princeps that the scroll may have served as a source for a
number of stories told more concisely in the book of enoch
and the book of jubileesJubilees these last two books may be at-
tributedtributed to the fourth third or second centuries B Cc12 con-
sequently the composition of the genesis apocryphon would
antedate those even though the scroll itself the earliest
aramaic example of pseudoepigraphicpseudoepigraphic literature that has come
down to us 13 is dated between 50 B C and 70 A D 14 it
should be obvious that the date of any given manuscript of
ancient literature is hardly ever the date of composition and
that the date of composition will not always be the origin of
any particular element the homeric question should be suf-
ficient to warn us about that to cite merely one specific
example of how an ancient account can be preserved for cen-
turies without leaving any written trace even among literate
people the story of the two pieces of the coat of joseph re-
lated by the book of mormon and by tha labi an arab writ-
ing in the eleventh century A D 15 must have been passed

avigad and yadinbadin p 38 italics theirs
12cfcf W F albright from the stone age to christianity 2ndand ed balti-

more johns hopkins press 1946 ppap 26667266 67
avigad and yadinbadin p 39 cf manfred H lehmann 1 I1 Q genesis

apocryphon in the light of the targumimtargumirnTargumtargumicirnim and midrashimmidrashicMidrashim revue de quaranqumran
1 1958591958 59 p 251

avigad and yadinbadin p 38 geza vermes studiastudio post biblicalbiblica vol 4
scripture and tradition in judaism haggadic studies leiden E J brill
196111961iggi p 96 n 2 prefers the second century B C as does H H rowley
notes on the aramaic of the genesis apocryphon hebrew and semitic

studies presented to godfrey rolles driver ed D W thomas and W D
mchardy N Y oxford U P 1963119631965 ppap 11629116 29 but H E del medico
the riddle of the scrolls london burke 195711957 p 178 had tried to date
it to the second century A D see also E Y kutscher datldaticatldatingng the language
of the genesis apocryphon JBL vol 76 1957 ppap 28892288 92 P winter
das aramaischearamnischearamarama ischeNischekische genesis apocryphon TLZ vol 82 1957 ppap 25762257 62
E Y kutscher schiptascripta Hierosolymitana vol 4 the language of the gene-
sissis apocryphon A preliminary study aspects of the dead sea scrolls ed
C rabin and Y yadinbadin jerusalem the magnes of the hebrew university
1958 ppap 28396283 96 reviewed by G molin revue de qumranquaran vol 1 1958-
59591 ppap 28485284 85 J W doeve lallamechLainech s achterdocht in 1 Q genesisgeness
apocryphon nederlands theologischTheolo gisch tijdschrift vol 15 19606119606111960 611gil61 p 414
asserts that 1 Q gen ap is een essenseessensa midrasjmidrashmidrasj matthew black the
scrolls and christian origins N charles scribners sons 196111961iggi p 193
calls attention to the anthropomorphic god of G A 22 27 cf gen 151
nbab acts 7 2 as differing from the targumstargums which eschew anthropo-
morphism

hugh nibley an approach to the book of mormon 2ndand ed salt lake
city deseret book co 1964 ppap 17780177 80 the testament of zebulon vol 4
10 cf marc philonenkoPhilonenko les interpolations chretienneschr6tienneschretiennes des testaments des
douze patriarchedpatriarchesPatri arches et les manuscripts de qoumran revue dhistoire et de
Philophilosophicsophie religieuses vol 39 195911959 p 33 is not relevant
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on for more than sixteen centuries in the near east and even
longer if it remounts historically to the actual event As to the
abraham story vermes assures us that genesis apocryphon
is securely established within the current of tradition whose
origins inherited eventually by targumic and midrashic litera-
ture must derive from an earlier age 16

naturally this does not mean that everything in the genesis
apocryphon is factual or even that all of it antedates the fourth
century B C nevertheless there are some considerations that
ought to be made first the earlier portion of the genesis
apocryphon account is related in the first person second the
earlier part of the narrative is rich with haggadic amplifica-
tions 17 third the later portion is told in the third person
and fourth it adheres much more strictly to the biblical text
it seems therefore to be a conflation of biblical narrative and
extra biblical stories this indicates that genesis apocryphon
as we know it was probably composed some two to four cen-
turies before our extant copy was made and it includes some
old accounts not in genesis but it is not necessary to suppose
that if one source gives a fuller story than another the longer
version perforce is a more recent expansion of the shorter
account 18 where genesis apocryphon does not follow the
strict biblical narrative on abraham it relates a lengthy first
person story from old jewish lore
the book of abraham employs the first person as does

genesis apocryphon and the nature of the history and es-
peciallypecially the creation ritual are so sacred that the pearl of great
price abraham might not have been circulated as widely as
other possibly abridged versions yet both the book of
abraham and genesis apocryphon agree in employing the
first person and in narrating an instance of god s intervention
to protect the righteous the nature of the differences and
similarities of the pearl of great price PGP account to our

vermes p 123 italics ours cf J T milik studies in biblical theology
no 26 ten years of discovery in the wilderness of judanajudaea trans J strug-
nell napervilleNaperville ill111111.iliiiilii alecalee R allenson 1959 p 31 the genesis apocry-
phon even if it contains sections translated verbatim from the hebrew of
genesis is no true targum nor midrash rather it is an ambitious compilation
of traditional lore concerning the patriarchs n b lehmann p 249

vermes p 96
cf infra ppap 8 9 see hugh nibley the unknown abraham im-

provementprovement era vol 72 no I11 jan 1969 ppap 262726 27
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other sources would therefore indicate that quite apart from
the palaeographical date of the papyrus joseph smith used
and not worrying about how he used it the story antedates
these other sources

GODS intervention AND ABRAHAMS LIE

the revelation and commandment to abraham to claim
that sarah was his sister is related in varying thought not
contradictory terms by the PGP commandment by the lord s
voice and genesis apocryphon a dream interpreted by
abraham dreams were a regular means of divine com-
municationmunication in the old testament and so genesis apocryphon
does not need to specify that this one camefromcamcame fromefrom god rather
it leaves the interpretation to abraham since the identifica-
tion of abraham and sarah with the cedar and the palm is an
established part of the tradition 19 this aspect of the dream
presents no difficulty still it is left to abraham s ingenuity
to devise the she is my sister trick in contrast to all other
sources the PGP specifies that god told abraham what he
was to do he was therefore acting by commandment and to
do otherwise would have been just as much a sin as for nephi
101too have failed to kill laban 20

to understand the internal conflict this divine inductioninjuction
may have caused abraham we need only to recollect his state-
ment at the beginning of the PGP account

and finding there was greater happiness and peace and
rest for me I1 sought for the blessings of the fathers and the
right whereunto I1 should be ordained to administer the same
having been myself a follower of righteousness desiring also
to be one who possessed great knowledge and to be a greater
follower of righteousness and to possess a greater knowledge
and to be a father of many nations a princeince of peace and
desiring to receive instructions and toteepto keep the command-
ments of god I1 became a rightful heir a high priest hold-
ing the right belonging to the fathers abraham 12

so here we have a righteous man who desires perfection and
who has just received the promise of land a righteous numer-
ous posterity etc 21 now the lord tests abraham and sarah

avigad and yadinbadin ppap 232425242523 24 lehmann p 257 cf Ps 42342 3 vermes p
112

101l nephi 451945 19 34
zabraha2abrahaabrahamm 261126 11
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it is strange that the one thing which would have averted
the need of covering up for the great patriarch of the house
of israel should have dropped out of later tradition and
should appear only in modified form in genesis apocryphon
at any rate we do have here an instance of an account given
by revelation through joseph smith being corroborated in a
certain measure by one of the dead sea scrolls it would indi-
cate that at the time of composition of genesis apocryphon
the story of god s intervention before abraham entered egypt
had not yet altogether been lost from the tradition the im-
portance of establishing the concept that abraham was acting
under god s directive cannot be overstated 1 it vindicates
the patriarch of an action where his righteousness is seriously
questioned 2 it pictures the patriarch deeply grieved not at
his own mistake as many would have it but at what has
happened despite his following explicitly what god had com-
manded we can now understand that 3 abraham s so-
journ in egypt was a period of severe trial where he adhered
strictly to what god had directed and 4 that abraham
continued to trust in god even in times of serious adversity
when it seemed as though the covenant would never be ful-
filled hence instead of viewing abraham as jeopardizing
the covenant we rather see him relying on god when god
seems to be effectively terminating the covenant or to put it
more bluntly abraham s trial when ordered to sacrifice isaac
was preceded by at least one other similar instance when
because he was doing what god had instructed him to do his
covenant seemed doomed to extinction while he was in egypt
both times he chose to honor and obey god both times he
proved that his loyalty to god and his confidence in god s
knowledge and power were stronger than any impulse to turn
against god in time of crisis by faith he retained the coven-
ant recovered sarah and returned with great wealth to his
promised land he had been tested tried and proven worthy
of his blessings his trial in egypt prepared him for the time
when god instructed him to sacrifice his son and abraham
it will be remembered had nearly been sacrificed himself 22
one other aspect of the trial must not be overlooked the

2 abraham 152015 20 cf fac 1 see also hugh nibley s discussion of human
sacrifice and the pharaonic cult in the improvement era vol 72 feb sept
1969
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sojourn in egypt was to prove sarahs willingness to obey her
husband in his righteous obedience and she too showed her-
self faithful abraham s covenant was not for himself alone
but in conjunction with sarah hence both abraham and sarah
were tested in egypt

ABRAHAMS HEALING PHARAOH
genesis apocryphon recounts a healing by the laying on

of hands and we can substantiate from other sources that
this was well within abraham s right and power hence the
healing scene may well be an authentic story antedating the
introduction of the mosaic law in galatians 38 paul affirms
that the gospel was taught to abraham 23 and we know that
melchizedek ordained abraham 24 the order of the priest-
hood abraham held sufficient for exaltation25exaltation225 includes the
keys of such spiritual blessings as the healing of the sick 26

so it was within abraham s right to perform such a miracle
provided that he had already received the priesthood prior
to entering egypt the book of abraham intimates that he
did but when and from whom what then did he receive
from melchizedek was it the keys of presidency which
seems to be the most important aspect of the birthright he
transmitted in a patriarchal order
dupont sommer observes that the old testament prophets

imposed their hands for many purposes but not for heal-
ing 227 this is understandable sincesince the 0 T is almost entirely
the record of the house of israel under the law of moses
that is without the melchizedek priesthood 2821 yet even so
there was some knowledge of healing for josephus informs
us that the essenesespenes healed the sick 29 and in jubileesJubilees x 121412 14 30

angels teach noah about medicines to combat sickness sent
by evil spirits dupont sommer also cites the prayer of na

cf joseph fielding smith ed teachings of the prophet joseph smith
cited TPJSTPJSI salt lake city deseret book co 1959 p 60
dacd&c 8414 TPJS ppap 32223322 23 cf gen 1418201418 20
dac2d&cd&c 13229
jas 51315513 15 dac 4243444243 44 rfcf dacd&c 669 8468
A dupont sommer exorcismesExorcismes et guerisonsgu6risonsGuerisons dans les ecrissecrits de qoumboum

rinran supplements to vetus testamentum 7 congress volume oxford 1959
leiden E J brill 1960 p 251 and n 1

tefs8tpistpfs p 181 dacd&c 84198419278419 27
jos bell lud vol 2 p 136
vermes p 124 identifies jubileesJubilees as an essene recension
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bonidbenid fragments recovered from qumranquaran cave IV 31 as an
example of exorcism and healing his assertion is that the
therapeutic stories are rather late essene accretions to the
legends there are to be sure very definite affinities with
new testament miracles 1 1 sickness is associated with and
caused by sin 2 healing includes exorcism of the evil
spirit and therefore a forgiveness of sins preceding the heal-
ing 3 prayer is often offered before the ordinance of the
laying on of hands 4 the healing is effected through the
authoritative laying on of the hands 32

these are precisely such similarities as we would expect
to find in a full dispensation and in the parallel story related
in gen 20 abraham is instrumental in healing abimelechavimelechAbimelech
gen 2017182017 18 certainly this account is not essene so
there is an ancient tradition which appears in a different form
in different sources intimating that abraham did heal at least
one person of royal station genesis apocryphon may well be
recording an early account of some historical event when it
has abraham tell how he healed pharaoh in light of our
other evidence we need not assume that dupont sommer has
correctly identified the origin of the story certainly an am-
plified version need not always be presumed to be more re-
cent than the simple one especially when dealing with his-
torical material33material33 the book of mormon offers familiar evi-
dence which confutes that assumption
with our new collation of sources we can reevaluate the

evidence for example scholars have regularly condemned
josephus and eupolemuspolemusEu for claiming that abraham taught

dupont sommer ppap 253 ftff cf J T milik priereariere de nabonideNabonide et
autres ecrissecrits d un cycle de daniel fragments aram6ensarameensArameens de qumranquaran 4 revue
bibliqueBib lique vol 63 1956 ppap 407411407 411

dupont sommer ppap 252 261 see also D flusser healing through
the laying on of hands in a dead sea scroll israel exploration journal vol
7 1957 ppap 107108107 108 W H brownlee the meaning of the quiranqumranqumnin scrolls
for the bible N Y oxford U P 1964 ppap 12021120 21 H nibley qumranquaran
and the companions of the cave revue de quaranqumran vol 5 1965
ppap 19596195 96 geza vermes essenesespenes therapeutainerapeutaitherapeutae qumranquaran durham university
journal ns vol 21 1959601959 60 ppap 9711597 115 geza vermes the etymology
ofor essenesespenesEssenes revue de quaranqumran vol 2 1959601959 60 ppap 42743427 43 J P audet
qumranquaran et la notice de pline sur les esseniensess6niens revue bibliqueBib lique vol 68
1961 ppap 34687346 87 H G schonfeld zumzurn segriffbegriff therapeutaitherapeutae bei philo von
alexandria revue de quaranqumran vol 3 1961621961 62 ppap 21940219 40 geza vermes
essenesespenesEssenes and therapeutaitherapeutae revue de quaranqumran vol 3 1961621961 62 ppap 495504495 504

for instance the account related inn gen 18 appears to belong to a
longer and more personal story of abraham james barr theophany and
anthropomorphism in the old testament supp to V T incitedcited supra n 27127
vol 7 1959 p 38
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the egyptians astronomy 34 nevertheless the cosmology of the
PGP indicates just such a possibility particularly since abra-
ham interrupts the egypt sojourn account to relate how
through the urimarim and thummin abraham 31 and the
11 records of the fathers abraham 131 he learned of the
universe and the creation we may assume that after con-
cluding the creation account and possibly a brief sketch of
the earlier dispensations he continued his personal history
one other thing is relevant facsimile no 3 notes that abra-
ham is sitting on pharaoh s throne with the consent of
pharaoh teaching the egyptians astronomy35astronomy3515
but the fact that he is represented as sitting on the throne

is indeed strange for that was the prerogative only of
pharaoh in the may 1956 improvement era hugh nibley
applied to facsimile no 3 helck s study of egyptian royal
succession a process of adoption 36 some of the striking fea-
tures are 1 the pharaoh and his son are represented as
women since 2 coronation scenes always include two wo-
men goddesses to effect the transmission of authority 3
the scene takes place in egypt 4 on pharaoh s throne 5
abraham is wearing the sacred atef crown and 6 holding
the heqathenat scepter the scepter of justice and judgementjudgement 37

was pharaoh trying to make some sort of agreement
with abraham to share the rule of egypt with him if he
would share the priesthood does the coronation scene help
explain the extensive presents and great wealth which abra-
ham received from pharaoh also what is the significance
of pharaoh bestowing purple regal clothing to sarah Is
this too relevant we must remember cyrus H gordon
informs us 38 that abraham was a basileus or king of the
homeric type and that he was quite at ease in the company
of kings and so when he left egypt pharaoh provided a
royal escort

jos ant lud vol 1 p 167 Eupolemus is paraphrased by alexander
polyhistor whom eusebius quotes euseb graeppraep ev vol 9 17 PG p 21
708c 7ogal709abogal

times and seasons vol 3 no 14 whole number 50 may 16 1842
ppap 78384783 84

W helck aptratrpt auf dem thron des gb orientalia ns vol 19 1950
ppap 41634416 34

hugh nibley there were jareditesJared ites improvement era vol 59 1956
p 310

cyrus H gordon abraham of ur hebrew and semitic studies
cited supra n 14114 esp ppap 78 82
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THE WIFE SISTER MOTIF
E A speiser 39 concludes that the wife sister motif is very

ancient and in fact remounts to the patriarchal age it is
therefore relevant to consider extra biblical evidence and in
so doing gordon notes a striking parallel in the three
genesis accounts of the disposable wife gen 1210201210 20
20118201 18 26611266 11 helen menelaus paris and the kret epic
incidentally on the basis of literary criticism the PGP presents
elements of the abraham story even more explicitly and ac-
curatelycura tely than genesis in the patriarchal narratives elements
which gordon dates to the thirteenth or fourteenth century
B C 40

speiser has written concerning a special legal adoption
process among the hurriansjurriansHurrians whereby one s wife could have
simultaneously the status of sister 1441 after examining the
evidence of the cuneiform sources speiser applies the custom
to our biblical narrative and concludes that sarah was terah s
daughter by adoption which is why the relationship was not
duly recorded in genesis 11 at all events sarah had adequate
credentials to qualify in one way or another as abraham s
sister in the broader sense of the term 4241 yet all this is but
a weak apology a dodge the ambiguity of the dual usage
of sister was used to disguise the situation to pharaoh for
he was duped as abraham and sarah and the lord knew he
would be
there are many other things which need to be considered

and those who want to dispose of the book of abraham are
doing justice neither to themselves nor the ancient evidence
abraham s account is essentially a dialogue on priesthood
authority from god vs authority through nimrod the
disappearance of this history caused later compilers to confuse
and change the story to such a point that it no longer portrays

E A speiser the wife sister motif in the patriarchal narratives
biblical and other studies ed A altmann cambridge harvard U P 1963
ppap 152815 28

cyrus H gordon the common background of greek and hebrew civi-
lizations N Y W W norton 1965 ppap 13155131 55 228 n 1 cf T B L
webster from mycenae to homer N Y W W norton 1964 ppap 649064 90
with other references at n 2 p 64 see also cyrus H gordon the patriar-
chal age journal of bible and religion vol 21 1953 ppap 23843238 43 cyrus
H gordon the patriarchal narratives JNESines vol 13 1954 ppap 565956 59
cf leonard wolley abraham recent discoveries and hebrew origins N Y
charles scribner s sons 1936

speiser p 17
ibid p 26 cf abraham 22 genesis 2012
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clearly the extent of god s approval and direction of abra-
ham s life witness the difference between sarah giving hagar
to abraham gen 1613161 3 and the lord commanding it

god commanded abraham and sarah gave hagar to
abraham to wife and why did she do it because this was
the law and from hagar sprang many people this there-
fore was fulfilling among other things the promises
was abraham therefore under condemnation verily I1

say unto you nay for 1I the lord commanded it
D & C 132343513234 35

conclusion
in summary we find that by collating our ancient sources

the evidence leads us to several conclusions

1 the story told in the pearl of great price appears to
be much older than the others

2 there is strong literary evidence that the disposable
wife motif was well known in the second milleniummillennium B C

3 genesis apocryphon seems to present a simplified
form of the PGP account to which other probably later em-
bellishmentsbellishments were added

4 one of the early elements of the abraham tradition
was god s intervention to instruct abraham to disguise being
sarah s husband
other elements we may well suspect to be early are 5

the healing of pharaoh and 6 the subsequent coronation
of abraham

7 also one other very common idea is consequently
brought into question the evolutionary development of moral-
ity in the biblical world

there are indeed many aspects of the life of abraham
which cry for clarification and it seems a shame that there
are so few LDS scholars willing to examine intelligently the
myriad of problems however slothful we may be in the study
of the ancient world joseph smith did not hesitate to bring
forth new evidence about antiquity evidence which remains
new and virtually untouched after so many years we are
amazed both at joseph smith s lack of trepidation and at his
accuracy in giving us long lost information about that great
patriarch abraham
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